Controller Operation
Xbox One Elite Rapid Fire Controller
At any time the mod can be reset, disabling all features, by holding RT and tapping sync twice.
Sync your controller with the console as you would with a non-modified Xbox One controller.
Choose a shots per second (SPS) speed of Rapid Fire by tapping (don’t hold) the sync button. Holding
down the sync button for extended length of time will initiate the controller to re-sync with the console
As you tap the sync button the Rapid Fire Mod will cycle through its 4 speeds then off. The SPS speed
will be indicated by the Guide LED by the following patterns
SPS speed
Slower
Moderate
Fast
Max Speed
Mod off

LED Blink Pattern
- - - - - - - ------------- --- --- --- ---------------------On constantly

To Activate Advanced Modes and Features:
Auto Aim
Akimbo
Quick Scope
Drop Shot
Burst Fire

Hold LT & tap sync 1 time
Hold LT & tap sync 2 times
Hold LT & tap sync 3 times
Hold B & tap sync 1 time
Hold B & tap sync 2 times

When enabling a feature the guide LED will flash quickly for 1 second to indicate a new feature has
been activated then return to the present SPS speed’s respective blinking pattern
When disabling a feature the guide LED will flash quickly for ½ second to indicate a feature has been
deactivated then return to the present SPS speed’s respective light blinking pattern
Auto Aim, Akimbo, and Quick Scope can only be activated simultaneously with Drop Shot and/or Burst
Fire, but not simultaneously with each other.
Burst Fire has 4 submodes which allow the user to select the number of shots fired per trigger pull. The
modes are selected by double tapping sync and indicated by LED blinking patterns just like Rapid Fire
adjustment.
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Definitions of Terms
Automatic Weapon:
An automatic firearm is any firearm that will continue to fire so long as the trigger is pressed and held and
there is ammunition in the magazine/chamber.
Semiautomatic Weapon:
Semi-automatic firearms do not automatically fire an additional round until the trigger is released and repressed by the person firing the weapon.
Stealth Mod:
A modified controller with no additional buttons or added external features. A controller may be considered stealth
with changed LEDs or aesthetic (graphical) cases.

Rapid Fire:
The capability of a semiautomatic weapon to fire at the rate of an automatic.
Burst Fire:
A weapon fires a set number of rounds (usually 2-4) with a single depression of the trigger.
Auto Aim:
As the trigger is depressed the weapon automatically takes aim through the weapon sights or optic. This
substantially enhances the accuracy of the weapon. (Not to be confused with Zombie Auto Aim)
Quick Scope:
As the Left Trigger (scope button) is depressed your character aims down the scope and fires a single shot.
Akimbo:
The ability to dual wield weapons by depressing the Right Trigger only. May be used in conjunction with rapid
fire.
Drop Shot:
As the player begins to fire the character drops into the prone position and may continue firing.

